05 ROUTE OF LAS LEZAS

L

egend says... that this amazing medieval

village at the foot of the protected mountain
range Sierra de Santo Domingo was an important
fortress at the border with the Muslims in the Middle Ages.
Many Jews lived in Biel during this period and we can still see
their trace in the Jewish quarter of the town centre. So did
significant kings, such as Alfonso I the Battler, who spent
part of his childhood here.
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Besides the historical
background, Biel
is also unique in its
surrounding nature
and geological
formations, such as
the “lezas”. Let’s take
a look.
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A place to find the past

3

We are now in
the lavoir of the
natural spring
of Arriello. In
the past, this
was one of the
places where
women used
to get together
in Biel, since
(unfortunately)
they were the only
ones who took care of the housework. The unusual pillars are
made of juniper wood, which is very resistant to water. Behind
the lavoir is the fountain known as Fuente de los Caños.
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The coal forest

This car park is where we start the Trail of
Legend «3. Route of the Ravines», which
penetrates into the forest known as Monte de
la Carbonera because of the charcoal kilns built
there. Charcoal kilns were arranged piles of oak
or holm oak wood covered like an igloo with a
chimney. Inside, a fire was lit which would burn
for days in order to produce charcoal. During the
route Trails of Legend «7. Fayar de Gozapaño» of
Luesia you can visit a replica of a charcoal kiln.

Las badinas

From this bridge in Pozo Tronco we
can see the beautiful crystal clear
badinas or water pools that invite
you to dive in. But careful, because
during the flood season some
of these pools can be extremely
dangerous, such as the «badina
del roscadero», the deepest pool
upriver. A siphon forms there that
makes the water spiral.

Las huertas de Biel
This «garden of harmony» is unique, sustainable,
and ecological. It is the project of Álvaro, one of
the locals in Biel, and all the structures you see are
energy self-sufficient. His garden and greenhouse
produce ecological products and are also used to
offer environmental education workshops. If you
have the chance, don’t hesitate to drop by.
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Delicious honey

Right here, looking up to your left, you can see
«El Abejar» (the apiary), a structure covered
with wicker cylinders. In the region they are
called «arnales» and they are basically ancient
beehives for bees to produce honey. Many
years ago, beekeepers changed this method
for wooden boxes where bees comfortably
produce honey, and which are easy to move
from one field to another depending on the
different periods of pollination. Did you know
bees are considered as a livestock?
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The Santo Domingo viewpoint

You are at the highest point of the trail of Las
Lezas. To your right you can see the rock walls
of Los Tablaos of the Sierra de Santo Domingo
mountain range, and to the left, the village of Biel.
Pay attention to the huge contrast between the
landscape to your right (moist Atlantic forests of
beeches and oaks), and to the left (pine trees and
Mediterranean scrub). This is the exact place where
landscapes transition.

But what are «lezas»?

Lezas is the name given in Biel to the
geological formation you are walking
on. It is a unique geological material,
a conglomerate (sedimentary river
rocks with limestone cement). The
rocks break loose and the lezas are
easily eroded by water, creating the
beautiful ravines and pools that can be
seen from Biel all the way to the Pozo
Tronco car park.

The lavender business
Before taking the Las Lezas trail
in Collada Iruela, check out all the
lavender around you. In the past, Biel
had a company that manufactured
lavender hydrolate, which is water
with lavender essence. For the people
of Biel, harvesting lavender became a
secondary farming activity. They would
harvest lavender after harvesting or
threshing grain in summer.

Indeed, in Biel there was a copper mine where
over 200 people worked and that was closed
in the 1960s. This path which climbs up to
Collada Iruela led you to the mine. It was a
bridle path 3-4 meters wide used by horses
and carriages to carry the copper.
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El bucho
We are surrounded by a boxwood
forest. Boxwood is still used
nowadays to make forks and spoons,
since it is extremely resistant. It
is called bucho, owl in Aragonese,
because the fruit looks like the face of
an owl if you look at it from the front
and let your imagination fly.

